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Data structures

● Data structures allow to organize data in order to make 
their use and their handling more efficient

● We will see in particular strings, lists, tuples, dictionaries 
and the sets.

● We will only see the minimum bases useful to carry out 
basic exercises



  

COMPLEX NUMBERS



  

Complex numbers

● A complex number is a number that can be expressed in 
the form a + ib, where a and b are real numbers, and i is a 
solution of the equation x2 = −1. Because no real number 
satisfies this equation, i is called an imaginary number.



  

Complex numbers

● Complex numbers are intrinsically defined in python



  

Complex numbers

● Complex numbers and the type function type() function is 
mostly used for debugging purposes. Two different types 
of arguments can be passed to type() function, single and 
three argument. If single argument type(obj) is passed, it 
returns the type of given object. 



  

Digression on OOP and classes 



  

OOP

● Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a programming 
paradigm based on the concept of "objects", which can 
contain data, in the form of fields (often known as 
attributes or properties), and code, in the form of 
procedures (often known as methods). (Wikipedia)

● The most used OOP languages are based on class. 

● Python is multi-paradigm and supports OOP  

– A class specifies a new type within a class there are 
data items and methods 



  

OOP



  

OOP



  

STRINGS



  

Strings

● A string is a sequence of characters, in python there are 
several methods / operations useful for the manipulation of 
strings, a string in general can be seen as an array of 
characters

● Operations between strings 



  

Strings

● Extract sub-strings, strings are arrays of characters  



  

Strings : delimiter

● : is the delimiter of the slice syntax to 'slice out' sub-parts 
in sequences , [start:end]

● [1:5] is equivalent to "from 1 to 5" (5 not included)

● [1:] is equivalent to "1 to end"

● [:-2] from “begin to -2” -2 not included



  

Strings

● Extract sub-strings, strings are arrays of characters  



  

Strings

● String’s class in python has several methods

● find() It determines if string str occurs in string, or in a 
substring of string if starting index beg and ending index 
end are given.



  

Strings

● split() method returns a list of strings after breaking the 
given string by the specified separator.



  

LISTS



  

Lists

● List is a collection which is ordered and changeable. 
Allows duplicate members.



  

Lists

● Lists are ordered sequences of objects, many basic 
operations are in common with strings



  

Lists

● Lists are ordered sequences of objects, many basic 
operations are in common with strings



  

Lists

● Lists are ordered sequences of objects, many basic 
operations are in common with strings, but remember:

A string does not support 

item assignment

 



  

Lists

● Lists have many methods we will see only the most 
important

– list.append(elem) -- adds a single element to the end 
of the list.

– list.insert(index, elem) -- inserts the element at the 
given index, shifting elements to the right.

– list.extend(list2) adds the elements in list2 to the end 
of the list. 



  

Lists

● Lists adding elements



  

Lists

● Lists adding elements



  

Lists

● Lists adding elements



  

Lists

● Remove elements from a list

– remove removes the first matching value, not a specific 
index



  

Lists

● Remove elements from a list

– del removes the item at a specific index



  

Lists

● Remove elements from a list

– pop removes the item at a specific index and returns it



  

Lists

● List has a sort method 



  

TUPLES



  

Tuples

● Python tuples are very similar to lists but their manipulation 
is faster since they are "immutable"



  

Tuples

● But I can not modify a value 



  

But...

● But a tuples element can be a mutable one so...



  

DICTIONARY



  

Dictionary

● A dictionary is a sequence of elements, each element is 
a pair key : value. The keys are unique and dictionaries 
are created using {



  

Dictionary

● We can check if a key is present or not easily 



  

Dictionary

● We can check if a value is present or not easily 



  

Dictionary

- dict.items() returns of the dictionary a list of tuples



  

Dizionari



  

Dizionari

● clear(): removes all items  
● pop():  removes and returns element having given key 
● del statement removes the given item from the 

dictionary. If given key is not present in dictionary then 
it will throw KeyError.



  

PYTHON SOME DETAILS ABOUT 
MEMORY MANAGEMENT



  

Reference

● When I declare a variable I am asking for a certain amount 
of memory

● In python, the assignment operation manipulates the 
references, so x = y does not create a copy of the data 
contained in y, but simply creates a reference to y, that is 
x will point to y



  

Reference

● When I write x = 4 we allocate the memory space 
necessary to contain the integer 4 and then we "stored 
the address of the" (created the reference to) the 
memory location in x



  

Reference

● What really happens when increment x?

– The interpreter retrieves the value contained in the memory 
address to which x refers

– The result of the 3 + 1 operation is calculated and the result is 
stored in a new memory location

– You change the reference in x, x will now refer to the new 
address in memory where the value 4 is stored

– Python has a garbage collector that eliminates free all the 
memory allocated when there are no more names referring to 
the memory areas in question



  

EXECISE MATRIX 
MULTIPLICATION



  

Matrix

● I can use a list of lists to store a matrix in a simple way



  

Matrix multiplication

The product is defined only 
for matrices with compatible 
dimensions



  

Moltiplicazione matrice matrice



  

Exercise

● Write a program that given two 3x3 arrays filled with 
random numbers computes and prints the result of the  
matrix multiplication



  

Matrix multiplication simple 
algorithm

●     Input: matrices A and B

●     Let C be a new matrix of the appropriate size

●     For i from 0 to n-1:

●         For j from 0 to p-1:

●             Let sum = 0

●             For k from 0 to m-1:

●                 Set sum = sum + Aik × Bkj

●             Set Cij = sum

●     Return C



  

EXAMPLE MONTECARLO TO 
COMPUTE PI



  

Monte Carlo methods

● In the nuclear expressions, a fast particle fully hits the nucleus 
of an atom. This shatters into many particles, which hit the 
nuclei of other neighboring atoms, which are shattered in turn, 
according to a chain reaction, during which a great deal of 
energy is released. The process will last until it involves the 
whole universe or will it stop after a certain number of 
reactions?

● The Monte Carlo method consists in seeking the solution 
of a problem, representing it as a parameter of a 
hypothetical population and in estimating this parameter 
by examining a sample of the population obtained 
through sequences of random numbers



  

Compute PI using MC methos



  



  

MONTECARLO TO COMPUTE AN 
INTEGRAL



  

Exercise

● Compute the integral using MC method:

∫
2

5

sin(x)dx=cos(2)−cos(5)=−0,69981



  

Exercise

● Set rect_count to 0 ,  xmin to 2.0, xmax to 5.0 , ymin to -1.0 and ymax 
to 1.0

● for i from 0 to N : 

●    Generate x random between xmin and xmax 

●    Generate y random between ymin and ymax

●    if sin(x) > 0.0 and (y <= sin(x) and (y >= 0.0):

●        rect_count = rect_count + 1 

●    else if sin(x) < 0.0 and y >= sin(x) and y <= 0.0

●          rect_count = rect_count – 1

● integral is equal to (xmax - xmin) * (ymax - ymin) * (rect_count / N)

∫
2

5

sin()dx=cos(2)−cos (5)=−0,69981



  



  

Let's see a 
first example 
of the use of 
numpy and 
matplotlib



  

EXERCISE 



  

Exercise

● Write a program to represent the cos function in the 
interval -5.0 < x < 5.0
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